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Rather than simply call attention to a gap in the literature, the authors note a range of factors that have
combined to make this work possible. Co-editor David
Barrett notes some of the more salient factors in the introduction. Perhaps most obviously the volume represents an English language response to a growing surge
of Chinese publications (p. 15). The dyanmic growth
of the Chinese publishing industry has been noticeable
over the past two decades, but for Barret the key is the
changed context. Not only have researchers returned to
old sources with new questions, but it strikes Barrett that
recent changes in the People’s Republic of China have resulted in changed attitudes among those who study Chinese history. This appears to be as true for academics
overseas as it is for Chinese academics, because for Barrett, it was only after the overriding interest in the development of Maoist thought–something he asserts eclipsed
interest in Nationalist China and the puppet regimes almost entirely–dispersed could other research agendas finally emerge. This, however, might go too far for some,
Until recently, the study of Chinese collaboration
especially when Barrett asserts that especially American
has been virtually ignored.[3] Since the 1990s, however, academics in the 1960s and 1970s shared the “teleologia steady trickle of works concerned with collaboration cal notion that Maoist communism was both the rightful
has appeared.[4] The present work addresses the issue and inevitable historic destiny of China” (p. 15).[5]
through eleven articles that focus on the Japanese sponsored regimes in the lower Yangzi (Yangtze) Valley–not
These processes eventually led to a December 1995
only China’s most economically productive region, but conference in Vancouver, Canada that resulted in the
also the onetime heartland of the Nationalist (Guomin- eleven papers here. It is refreshing to write that all
dang or Kuomintang) government of Chiang Kai-shek of these essays are useful, since they show, in multiple
The history of the second Sino-Japanese War has been
a long neglected subject; in fact to this date there is no
decent English-language book on the topic.[1] Given the
enormous array of books published on the European theater, from every angle conceivable, this is remarkable.
Explaining this lacuna usually involves going into the
difficulties confronted in trying to access sources, but it
can also be attributed to the moralistic tones that have
long colored perceptions of the experience–tones that bestowed simplistic black and white views on the conflict
that obviated any need to revisit the events. Collaborators, for example, were simply labeled “traitors” (hanjian
in Mandarin Chinese).[2] Fortunately, however, as the
publication of this volume suggests, both of these obstacles appear to be diminishing. Moreover, if the issue of
one of the war’s greyest areas can now be meaningfully
revisited, then perhaps so may the larger experience be
finally addressed.
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ways, that those who decided to work with the Japanese
did so for a variety of reasons and not simply out of any
moral weakness. With this volume, the study of wartime
Chinese collaboration with Japanese thus moves from
simplistic black and white assumptions to more realistic
and useful shades of gray.

ment as well as enhance his own position. At the same
time, Song’s actions resembled those of Wang Jingwei because in Song’s eyes as well, Jiang’s Guomindang seemed
“a poor guardian of the national interest” (p. 54). Unlike
Wang, however, after hostilities broke out Song elected
only to fight.

The first two essays examine negotiations between
Chinese and Japanese to suggest that pragmatism motivated Chinese collaborators more than moral turpitude.
Wang Ke-wen’s study of the policies of Wang Jingwei
(Wang Ching-wei) emphasizes the long-term continuity
apparent in his decisions. Rather than perceive him as a
member of a nascent pro-Japan faction, Wang argues that
the actions of the longtime Guomindang leader betrayed
a consistency that escaped many of his contemporaries’
attention. Long a proponent of making China strong,
Wang only opted for negotiations with Japan when he
thought China was too weak to confront Japan. This was
as apparent before the war, when vestigial warlordism
rendered China weak, as it was after the many retreats
that occurred in the aftermath of the Marco Polo Bridge
Incident (July 7, 1937). Convinced that the Western imperialist powers would never be of any aid, Wang took
what he thought was the only viable road by establishing
a new government that would restore peace and prosperity (or as much as possible) within the Japanese orbit. In
1938 the prospects for any Nationalist victory were grim
indeed.[6]

The final essay in this section examines wartime negotiations between Chinese and Japanese. In reviewing these discussions, Huang Meizhen and Yang Hanqing
note well the difficulty of achieving a negotiated peace.
While the Nationalists sought consistently to restore the
situation as it existed before the Marco Polo Bridge Incident, the scale of Japanese losses prevented Japanese
from accepting anything less than gaining Nationalist
recognition of key Japanese actions, such as the creation of Manchukuo (Manzhouguo). The authors, however, deem that ultimately it was the Nationalists who
were the more realistic, observing that Japan could never
conquer all of China and that eventually China would
have allies. In contrast, the Japanese consistently misjudged both Chinese anxieties as well as their own abilities. Indeed, the authors conclude that until the attack
on Pearl Harbor, Chiang Kai-shek may have been willing to accept a more realistic peace offer, one that could
have included recognition of Manchukuo and possibly
the independence of Inner Mongolia. By that time, however, the Japanese had vested too much effort into creating the Wang Jingwei regime–including anti-Chiang Kaishek rhetoric–to make that scenario possible.

Wang Ke-wen’s account is useful because he does not
whitewash Wang’s activities, noting that Wang was also
using his new position to carry on his rivalry with Chiang
Kai-shek. However, Wang Ke-wen also explores Wang’s
fatalism, as he knew that going over to the Japanese side
would be an act of sacrifice (p. 35). In Wang Ke-wen’s
view, Wang stuck to his policies with only a small hope
of successfully supplanting Chiang.

The Huang and Yang essay is also useful because it
sets the stage for the remaining essays. These consider
the issue of collaboration after the outbreak of hostilities. This was a difficult era for Chinese, because for six
long years–from the end of 1938 until Operation Ichigo
in 1944–the battle lines remained roughly the same. This
meant that not only a difficult war of attrition occurred,
but also that an enormous number of people living beA similar mix of issues is apparent in the case of hind Japanese lines had to learn to make do amid changed
Song Zheyuan, a Nationalist general facing an expandcircumstances. Moreover, the scale of the occupation ining Japanese presence in North China before the Marco
sured that there would be a wide variety of forms of colPolo Bridge Incident.[7] In order to maintain local sta- laboration.
bility he determined there was no choice but to negotiate with the Japanese, but such negotiations naturally
Many of the articles here distinguish between collabwould inevitably call Song’s relations with Nanjing into oration and collaborationism, usually following the disquestion. As such, Marjorie Dryburgh ably shows not tinction offered by Roderick Kedward.[8] While the latter
only the political fragmentation apparent in Nationalist may be used to describe those who identified with the inChina, but also the paucity of options available to Chi- vader’s cause, the former may be used to describe those
nese regional commanders. Song had to go along with who opted to work with the invader out of self-interest
some Japanese demands, however, by participating in or simply for survival. Given the nature of the Japanese
negotiations he proved able to delay Japanese encroach- rhetoric and occupation, it should not be surprising that
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the articles here are concerned with examples of collaboration rather than collaborationism.

It is intriguing that Lo’s rather dire assessment is included in this volume, as it seems to buck the trend. It
also differs from the others in that it is more philosophiThe book’s second section focuses on Japanese spon- cally than empirically based. Lo cites only the one-month
sored client regimes, two of which illustrate the practi- occupation of Zhengzhou (August to September, 1941)
cal motivations behind the decisions to participate in ad- as a concrete example, and breezes over the actions of
ministering occupied China. First, Timothy Brook proWang Jingwei, including only one footnote. It would thus
vides what appears to be the first survey of the history
seem that Lo’s determination that Wang was a “collaboof the Reformed Government (Weixin zhengfu), which rationist” is not too firmly grounded, especially given his
administered central China from March 1938 to March admission that individual survival was less important to
1940. Rather than dismiss this group simply as dupes, many modern Chinese than it was for Hobbes.[9]
as so many have done, Brook looked instead for the processes by which the government was formed, thereby reThe third section of the book considers the roles of
vealing its underlying rationales. Surprisingly, he found elites who collaborated. In addition to the articles by
that the establishment of the Reformed Government was Brook and Dryburgh above, and along with Seybolt’s
hardly a straightforward affair. It required complicated in section four, this section breaks the newest ground.
negotiations between a variety of Chinese and Japanese Specifically, here we have hints as to how the vast maconcerns, and exposed rifts within the Imperial Japanese jority of Chinese caught behind enemy lines had to live.
Army itself. The Reformed Government was thus “not a Parks Coble begins the section with an essay examining
purely Japanese creation” (p. 100).
how Chinese capitalists sought to continue to do business in occupied Shanghai.[10] Intriguingly he finds that
David Barrett’s essay on Wang Jingwei reinforces
once things settled down, many businessmen proved able
Brook’s in that Wang, like Liang Hongzhi and the other to survive. This was no simple task of course, as first the
leaders of the Reformed Government, constituted a po- Japanese army had to stabilize society and then devise
litical alternative to Chiang Kai-shek, an alternative that schemes that encouraged Chinese economic activities.
had simply lost out in the political infighting of the pre- This proved especially difficult as Chinese enterprises
war era. Thus, when considering what that government
were forced to take a back seat to businesses in Japan.
actually did, in Barrett’s eyes the “continuities” with
However, beginning in 1943, negotiations with the Wang
the prewar government seem more plentiful than the Jingwei regime improved the business climate in Shangdiscontinuities–meaning that the Wang Jingwei regime hai, although the deteriorating war situation once again
governed central China more or less as the Nationalist made things more difficult. Coble ultimately concludes
government of Chiang Kai-shek had. Indeed, Barrett con- that “[m]ost Chinese businessmen survived, in fact, by
cludes that in securing the continuity of China, Wang
relying on speculation and hoarding” (p. 154). Thus,
was only acting much as earlier Chinese had in dealing
while Japanese policies amounted to no more than a new
with invading Mongols or Manchus through the politics form of colonial control, some enterprising Chinese did
of accommodation.
prove able to fleece the system, though presumably not
In contrast to these two essays, Lo Jiu-lung’s essay without difficulty (or fear of arrest or worse).
seeks to condemn the collaboration of Wang Jingwei and
Keith Schoppa’s essay on occupied Shaoxing county,
others on philosophical grounds. Lo does this through in- located on the southern shores of Hangzhou Bay, is a
voking Thomas Hobbes, the materialist philosopher perwonderful case study that reveals the chaos that unhaps most famous for seeking to bring order to the chaos
doubtedly reigned in much of occupied China. First there
of his own times. Yet Lo also adds a psychological di- was the chaos involved in the retreat of the local governmension, suggesting that Wang Jingwei’s temperament ment, one that had proved itself to be inept and corrupt.
may have helped land him in trouble–“[h]is quick tem- Then, the Japanese restored order by selecting local noper sometimes led to rash decisions” (p. 121). In the final tables to administer society, a process that allowed for
analysis, however, Lo concludes that while some peosome measure of local prosperity. Even if these elites
ple noted that the “existence of his government helped
did benefit personally from such arrangements, as was
ameliorate the situation” (p. 131), given the “paucity of widely believed, the community as a whole benefited
their attainments, it proved impossible for the collabora- also. This meant that elements of the local population
tionists to argue their contribution to national survival who responded to the occupation carefully were able to
after the war’s end” (p. 132).
profit from it. At the same time, some military elites re3
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sponded opportunistically, seizing chances to create personal domains that could either cooperate with or challenge the Japanese, depending on whichever benefited
them most. Moreover, because of their multiple identities, most of these opportunistic elites proved able to
elude being labeled traitors when the war was over.

carry out their own anti-Communist campaigns, resulting in extraordinarily high civilian death tolls. Naturally
this undermined Japanese authority, and in the end it
helped paved the way for a later Communist victory.

The final essay in this section by Odoric Wou documents nicely one of the reasons this collection was
Poshek Fu’s essay on the Chinese cinema in occu- possible–the availability of new documents.[11] These
pied Shanghai completes this section. He recapitulates include primary materials collected by the Communist
the main theme of these essays by describing the space Party and published in recent years at both the provinChinese filmmaker Zhang Shankun carved out for him- cial and county level. Wou describes these sources as “a
self when recruited by Kawakita Nagamasu. Until April wealth of information on the socioeconomic background
1942, under Kawakita’s protection, Zhang dominated the of local elites, the local power structure, the changes to
Shanghai cinema; yet he was allowed a fair amount of that structure in wartime, and the strategies and tactics
autonomy, it seems, for the vast majority of his work adopted by these elites in dealing with the Communists,
dealt with the subject of love and avoided troublesome Nationalists, and Japanese and their puppets during the
political themes. (However, it is not clear in Fu’s essay war” (pp. 234-5).
if all of films did so; see p. 188.) As the war progressed,
The essays reviewed above are noteworthy in that
however, two reorganizations of the industry resulted in
most
seek to liberate the issue of collaboration in wartime
more Japanese control, with the result that some films
from the simplistic and moralistic framework into which
were more politically motivated. That said, according to
it has long been straightjacketed. Of course, the moralisFu, most films failed to provide the kind of political inspiration that movies produced in Manchukuo did. In tic perspective is understandable, for in addition to linconclusion, Fu argues that Chinese filmmakers provide gering Confucian rhetoric, the Japanese occupation at
a case of “resistance in collaboration,” suggesting that a times proved bestial. However, a simplistic reading of the
“new conceptual framework” is necessary to understand past is unhealthy–at the very least it encourages simplistic assessments of contemporary situations.
“the human condition in an extreme situation” (p. 198).
(Indeed, he notes also that in some cases “we may disGreys are also useful because they include multiple
cover collaboration in resistance.”)
hues. As such they depict more how life is, and less
The final section of this collection addresses those ar- how one thinks it ought to be. Thus, despite the inherent
eas in occupied China outside of the limelight. In the murkiness of the subject–and because local studies of this
first essay, Peter Seybolt examines collaboration in Nei- era are what we need most–with this collection the study
huang County in northern Henan. It is a sobering essay, of China’s wartime history in English takes a large step
forward. (Indeed, I look forward to reading the companas Seybolt documents the sad fact that most of the fightion volume to this book, including more papers given at
ing that occurred in the county was between opposing
Chinese forces, and not between Chinese and Japanese. the 1995 Vancouver conference.[12]) There are only two
This is significant, because as the Imperial Japanese Army caveats to this fine collection: it would be nice to have a
had insufficient numbers to garrison the entirety of occu- list of key names and terms in Chinese characters listed
pied China, they relied extensively on Chinese troops to in an appendix; and, while Barrett’s introduction is good
for historiographical purposes, the best theoretical disaugment their thinly stretched troops. However, rather
cussion can be found in the opening pages of the essay
than forcibly impress Chinese to collaborate militarily,
the Japanese in Neihuang had simply to recruit from the by Brook (pp. 81-4). Those sections should perhaps be
local paramilitary organizations that had long existed on read in tandem.
the north China plain. As the Guomindang had been unable to provide competent local administration before the
war, a number of these organizations were already mobilized by the time the Japanese arrived. Several eventually
volunteered to work with the Japanese in order to further their own expansion, which the Japanese accepted
as they could not secure local stability on their own. The
Japanese, too, eventually allowed these organizations to
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